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Schubert: Teacher education as theory development

It is the theory within each teacher
that must become the central subject
matter for teacher education.

Teacher education as
theory development

by William H. Schubert

As teacher educators concerned with educational
foundations, we seek to teach teachers to be more
phi losophical and self-re
Although
flec
tiv e.
our efforts are
we o ften find d isinterest. Teachers tell
entioned,
well-int
us that educatio nal foundations are dry and useless the·
ory. We, o n the contrary, know of the deep and personal
g rowth that can accrue from study In th ese areas. Why
does disinterest persist on the part of teachers, and what
c an be done about it?'
Conditions, Teachers, and Theories
In a world of considerable uncertainty, dally news·
casts and papers bombard teachers with tragedies of war,
catastrophe, impingment , violence, illness and accident.
They convey the dread notion that If such is not already
one's plight, he/she is momentarily blessed with good fortune and had better tread carefully. In this set of conditions teachers must relate to students whose back·
grounds they scarcely know, and teach them 10 value that
which is often of dubious merit. Indeed, life In classrooms
accentuates the alienation and despair, but also the po·
tential for growth, in what Maxine Greene so aptly labels
"teacher as stranger."'
We want to encourage teachers to examine the funda·
mental views that give them equilibrium In chaotic times.
We hear them lament that theory is boring and claim that
l
devices to edge their way toward in·
they need practica
creased stability. We know that these are merely tricks
which take away symptoms, not problems. Yet, we must ask
what does their desire for tricks of the trade symbolize?
Surely
,
it represents a psycho logical striving to learn and
William H. Schubert Is an associate professor In the Col·
lege of Education at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
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grow. To this end, we ask them to study educatio nal IS·
sues and assumptions that undergird them. Such a
request may be profoundly dangerous to the stabili ty that
they hold in slim grasp. As Natanson poignantly observes:
It is, after all, profo
y un dl unsett ling to be forced
to examine o ne's oldest and deepest beliefs. How
c an we be su re that what will follow analysis will
be a fair exchange for what we had before? And
what assu rance is there that philosophy will bring
satisfaction or contentment? In the recesses of
his mother wit, mundane man clings to what he
knows in fear of what he does not know . •.. He
knows and is involved in manifold ways in the
large commerce of reality. It is the limits ol uncertainty which threaten him, and II is those limlls
which the philosopher probes. Thus mundanlly
and philosophy complement each other In
strange ways and reinforce each other through
tension and opposition. Out of the conflict be·
tween them arises t he unity of the self.•
Do we seriously attempt to relate the pattern of be·
liefs already within teachers to the ex tant theoretical Ill·
erature that we ask them to read and integrate into them·
selves? As we ask them to become more philosophical, do
we heed the Deweyan admonition to s tart where the stu·
dent is, the same admonition that we tell teachers to fol·
?
low
Do we begin by inspiring serious reflection on the
constructs or theories that their cultural experience forms
to guide their personal and professional lives? Or do we
lay alternative scholarly writings before them and' expec t
that increased meaning and direction will accrue auto·
maticaliy through intellectualized reading and discus·
sion? In most cases such literature has little or no per·
ceived relation to teachers' personal d llemmas.
Can we avoid asking, as d Id Plat
o In
the Meno: How
can one come to know something unless one already al·
most knows it? Put ano ther way, to draw an analogy from
Herbart, how can ideas that are new to us enter an apper·
cept1ve mass that has no kinshi p to the novel that tries to
penetrate it?
Where must we begin to bring the meaning of founds·
tional stud ies to teachers whose experience has amassed
no perceived kinshi_P to the likes o f Aristotle, Kant, Hegel
and Dewey? I submit that we must enable teachers to rec·
ognize that their labyrinth' of experiential patterns Is. In
fact , a theory most worthy of study. We need to begin by
enab!ing teachers to assert a tighter grip on their own
taby.nnth, Jhat hodgepodge of hopes, ideals, fears, con·
straints and beliefs that guides their action. we must en·
able them to turn their study Inward to the electro-chem!·
cal._ cultural-spiritual pattern that Is the changing theory of
their existence. II is within them that teachers will find a
kind of theory that is far from useless because it is the the·
ory that they are. Only as they begin to study and recon·
struct this theory will it be possible for them to genuinely
integrate extant philosophy and theory In a way that con·
tributes to meaning and direction in their lives.
A Theory Within: Precedents
I want to argue that there exist precedents for the no·
tion that a person is, in fact, the theory of his/her life
situations. Let us keep in mi nd, as we consider examples,
that teacher ed.ucation is selected as an illustration only,
and the larger idea advanced here Is that in teaching any
level the prime focus must be given to the theory within
Educational Consider8tlons, Vol. 9, No. 2, Spring, 1982
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learners. Weimer expresses the Idea of lheory within or·
chitecture of which does not belitt
le the value of human
ganisms cogently:
dignity. Traveling a bit further, with the guidance of to·
day's particle physicists" who search after quarks we see
In order to survive, an organism musl come to
m of matter and energy extinguished. One
even the dualis
know its environmenl .... The mere fact of survi·
day it may be more than metaphorical that quarks, basic
val
that an organism has been effective in
implies
components of us all, are named up, down, strange,
maintaining the appropriate commerce with ils
charm, truth and beauty.
environment. The nervous system of lhe organism
This symbolizes the interactivity of s1ructure, content
is responsible for this commerce. How does the
and function, resulting in the kind of position Jhat
nervous system function? How did it come to beKohlberg and Mayer expl icate in their outline o f develop·
have as it does? The answer, literally rather than
ment as the aim of education. They argue for a synthesis
metaphorically, is thal the nervous syslem func·
of Deweyan and Piagetian thought which I hey regard as an
tlons as a 1heory of lhe envlronmenl of the organinteraction isl epistemology." Piagel, himself, concludes
ism; it makes Inferences about environmental
that he justifies" ... that cognitive functions are an ex1encontingencies.•
Succinctly
sion
of organic regulations and constitute a differentiated
put by Ortega y Gasset, " Every life is a point of
organ for regulating exchanges with the external world.'"'
view directed upon the universe."' The organism, or
Dewey and Bentley, however, anticipate and move beyond
teacher, whom we attempt to Inspire toward greater reflecthis interactionlst position, by developing the Idea of
tivity, has/is a theory already.
"
transaction" to denote the partnership of organism and
How does theory conceived as a changing viewpoint
environment." The interplay of organism and environment
within teachers become Improved and refined ? Weimer
makes the distinction between the two blur thus chal,.
cites Sellers' contention that language gives human ac·
another dualism that has con tributed no ' small
tion causes as well as reasons.' If theories within teach- lenging
measure
to ecological dissonance."
·
Theories, as con·
ers, albeil partially unconscious ones, exis l as powerful
s tructs withi n teachers, are both created by and represent
and personal constructs that guide their survival we who
the environment and the teachers.
seek to improve teachers' perspectives must ~cknowl
Sperry's pioneering work on functional differences
edge their theories as Important subjec t matter for foun·
between
the right and left hemispheres of the brain Is built
dational study. Theory-building thus becomes, not only a
upon by Orns tein who concludes that, " Much modern re·
devising of systems of explanation or prescription, but a
search, for Ins tance, shows our ordinary consciousness to
bring ing to conscious articulation o f the pattern s that
be a construction of the world, a bes t guess about the
teachers use to interpret and evaluate experience.
nature of reality. Yet rarely, if ever, In psychology or educa·
Th rough the use of overt lang uage, we may enable refine·
tion classes Is this fact brought home to students and
ment o f covert languages o f the nervous sys tem Itself.
made part of their experiences."" Herein lies potential for
While I
do not intend to argue that current neurologithe resoluti
on
of the subjec tive/objective dualism. That
cal research is a panacea to perennial educational diwhich is usually considered theoretical In scholarly
cir
lemmas, I do suggest that It has profound implications for
cles
has
the
air
of
pu
blic
knowledge,
I.e.,
it
is
generalizaledge,
ed ucation. One of its main contributions is to erode dualble.
rsonal kn
istic thought that so long has debilitated progress on IsPe
ow
as in the case of a teacher's besues of prime importance.
liefs, is usually considered subjective and less credible.
Neurological research by Sperry otfers educational
While
such knowledge is unique to an individual, It Is none
insight as it helps to dissolve the dualism o f brain and
the less objective, for as Polanyi argues, much that Is c,o n·
mind, of neurological slructure and function: " Within the
sidered objective is built on a succession of subjective asbrain we pass conceptually In a single continuum from
sumptions, particularly those about viable eplstemologl·
subnuclear particles, to molecules, to cells, to cerebral
cal
bases." A teacher's own theory of the world, rudimen·
processes with consciousness."• He furlher argues for a
tary tho.u gh it may be, is a primary guide to action for
un ifying view of mind and brain.• The whole of our dally ex·
hos/her life on general and as a.n educator. Since neurologlperience continuously reconstructs the building process
cal structures function throughout the body, the entire
itself as well as the knowledge and value content stored.
body
Itself with its muscle memory and intricate cellular
Rather than assume that educators must determine the inadaptations, may be as j ustifiably labeled a lheory of hutricate character of neurological slructures that facil itate
man functioning as extant written theories of academe.
knowledge and value acquisition, be they feature detect0<s or Innate ideas or the tabula rasa, we might do better
.
This theory within the human organism, then, how Is
to ponder as an analogy Frank Lloyd Wright's architectural
11 formed? History is replete with explanations. Jaynes"
insight that form follows function.
provocatively argues that consciousness as we know it is
This analogy is most appropriate to the essence of
a relatively new phenomenon, approximately four lhou·
sand years old. Based on elaborate historical and neurolog·
developmental psychology, viz., that the form of ou r expeical research, he explains that early humans followed
rience with the world creates structures through which we
perceive and categorize subsequen t experience. The decommands from voices or schizophrenia-like hallucinabate about innate organizing structures pales before the
tions that they thought emanated from gods. This Is not
unlike the interpretation of early man 's intellectual relanotion of evolution or development. That we create our
own futures, as the modern adage goes, may be done with
tionship with nature and cosmos provided by Frankfort et
much greater frequency than so-called futurists believe. It
al.," who contend that in mythopoeic cosmologies nat~re
was considered as Thou.
may occur continuously in the reconstruction of experience In each person 's life.
Hu mans, then, did not categorize and explain the uniAs we travel backward through the above quote by
verse. The universe was related to personally; not yet as
Sperry, we see that our tho ughts are formed by subnuclear
an It, as 1t 1s today. The authors remind us of the theme
particles-unique, beautiful combinations of them, the arfrom Plato's Timaeus that claims we are forever Indebted
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10 our ancestors' lime of oneness with nature that inter·
nalized for us a sense of number and category from the
uniformity of nighl and day, seasonal change, and other
natural bonds that are beyond our consciousness. Now
we see lhe world as It, a thing to act upon, find out about,
control and change; but the It that we act upon is still
within us, too. It is part o f our theory. Jaynes' conten tion
that lhe human mind has commanding and obeying
halves" might well persist, for example, in today's class·
rooms where we find the image of teacher command and
student obedience. This provides a provocative explana·
tion for the lack of credibility granted to the student perspeclive or theory which is lo be controlled and changed
as It, rather than valued and understood as Thou. Exam·
pies are legion which suggest that the past is irrevocably
part of our present, part of the theory that we are. Indeed,
in this context, Jung's archetypes of the collective uncon·
sclous seem far from bizarre."
Whi le the above historical perspectives may be a
salient part of the origins of the theory within, there must
be a good deal more. A prominent example is the debate
about ·Origins which continues lo rage between eugeni ·
cists and euthenicists over the primacy of heredity and en·
vironmenl in making human beinQS what they are. Yet, lhe
above historical perspectives apply here as well, and in
their light, the dualism of heredity and environment blurs
into undifferentiated human experience.
When does the creation of an organism begin? What
environmental conditions influence the nature of concep·
lion and prenatal development? Mig ht possibilities not in·
elude climate, the position of lhe planet, altitude, the
gravllal
ional field, the community atmosphere, the pres·
ence o f toxic chemicals and yes, information on the
chromosomes of multifarious ancestors? Are even par·
ental genetic traits not environmental in that they are an
intermediale stage amongst a multitude of prior influ·
ences? Is it not hereditary thal a parent's cultural inheri·
tance to scold a given act influen~s the child after birth?
Overall, is it not enough to know thal the theory that we
are Is an outgrowth of historical and current influences,
and that these are often combinations of culture, biology
and the inanimate?
All o f these influences, and more, seem lo be col·
lected and organized in the theory thal we are. Our body It·
self may extend into the environmenl farlher
l· lhan we rea
ize. There exists some evidence lhal the processes pro·
duced by lhe human body extend considerably beyond the
apparent body." These processes, known as mind In earlier days, are housed in, produced by, and producers of the
meuro-mechanism. They become the lheory within, an in·
separable union of what was once called the mind-body
dualism.
Implications for Teacher Education
What do we know about lheories wi thin teachers that
will enable us to teach more e lfectively? Bouldi ng antic i·
pated the notion of a theory wllhln persons in describing
what he calls the image." By firs I delineating d imensions
of his own image of the world, he explains how each per·
son's location in time, space, personal relationships, nal·
ural operations, and emotional context is the rudimentary
structure of their image of lhe world and how ii works. He
describes different degrees of Impact thal messages may
have on that image. They may, for example: bypass the
image; subtly change ii; !rigger a revolutionary change by
striking a major pillar of support within it; reorganize or
bolsler the image; or, cast doubl or uncertainty on the
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image. Bould ing also describes images as having value
weights, differing degrees of strength of weakness; and
he calls for an integrallon of the disciplines to provide
. more holistic knowledge of the image. Such knowledge is
needed because of lhe image's crillc
al rofe in social and
psychological affairs. Su rely, teacher educalion is l hor·
oughly embedded in such aIfairs.
A number of other au thors use different language to
express an essentially similar Idea as an image or theory
thal is lhe essence of human acllvl ly. In his au tobiographi·
cal search, Pearce refers 10 lhe "cosmic egg" as" ... lhe
sum total of our notions of what the world is, notions
which define what reality can be for us."" Among major
perspectives on human brain funcllonlng, we find comple·
mentary views: lilly refers to the organization of similar
experiences into "programs," which evolve into lncreas·
ing ly elaborate "metaprograms," and " supraprograms.'"'
Hart labels these overarching tenets " prosters," and
contends that an importanl educallonal
implicali of cur·
on
elh
n or
brain is a highly effi·
rent brain research is thalmal
cient processor and organizer o f experience." He sug·
gests that it is indeed pueri le 10 expend a greal deal of
time pre-organizing curricula for Input into lhe brain. He
compares such endeavors to telling the lungs how to
breathe or the heart how 10 pump blOOd. Exposu re, he asserts, is more important than pre-specification." Thus, we
might conclude that teacher education would best pro·
gress by exposing teachers 10 more of the theory within
themselves, and to others who actively and consciously
try to develop !heir own theories. Hopefully, those who
c an provide such examples are available in the facul lles o f
teacher education.
How then does the brain proceed with organization?
Have we clues to its methods for eslablishlng overarching
programs or theoretical tenets? Pu gh" describes lhe hu·
man neurological system as a value driven decision system. He argues, presenllng supportive data from diverse
fields, that values are products of human evolulion and
genetic heritage. He interprets behavior In a conlexl of social and intellectual motivations. If certain basic values
are characteristically human, values not unlike those ba·
sic to Maslow's hierarchies," then some generalizability
about pillars of inner theories lhat guide human ac tion
may be possib le.
ill,
St much remains specific 10 individuals whose pal·
lern of personal values, theory, has been forged by en·
gagement in experiences of unique character. Thal both
generalizable and unique aspects of theories within per·
sons can be revised, allows for education to play a formi·
dable role in human evolullon. Eccles and Popper" claim
that lhe emergence of theories enables natural seleclion
to lose its original violent character. False theories can
now be corrected by non·violent criticism. The Idea of
theory withi n persons can be applied to this notion of sci·
enllflc
as it Implies lhe potential tor evolution
through the criticism provided by the educallve process.
lon
Thus, theories within teachers evolve by self·reflect
and Interaction with olhers. The lmpacl o f the conscious,
self-directed evolution of theories within teachers could,
Indeed, reach far into the cullure itself; for, as Popper Ob·
senies: "Non·violent cultural evolulion is nol jusl a
utopian dream; it is, rather a possible result of the emergence of mind through natural selection."'° To realize that
our work as teacher educators is of evolutionary magni·
tudo implies that we should seek greater knowledge of lhe
theories within teachers with whom we work, if we wish to
contribute to evolu tion in our own small niche.

theor
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Surely, to extend the effort to learn more about the
personal theories of those whom we teach would put us
in better stead than merely entering classrooms with
stacks of notes and books about extant theories that do
not relate to the theories already growing in teachers. By
reaching into theories within teachers, we can enable
philosophizing to become more real to them by speakin~
to the abstract constructs that guide their daily function·
ing. If values are keys to theories within teachers; and if
we wish to teach them to refine and develop these theo·
ries, we must develop methodologies to discover those
values and the theories they represent. The best way to do
this would seem to be through highly personalized dia·
logue with teachers, but large classes, time and energy of·
ten prohibit this process. Thus, I suggest that suitable al·
ternatives exist in the form of activities which stimulate
self-reflection.
A Methodology
The question of methodology has at least two dimen·
sions: descriptive and prescriptive. Em pirically or descrip·
how
can we learn about the theory of experience
tively,
that guides teachers? As suggested In the previous sec·
tion, much may be gleaned from frontiers of neurological
research. Insig ht into life-guiding theories also accrues
from serious introspection into lhe mysteries of human
consciousness. Evidence from psychotherapy, biofeed·
back, hypnosis, parapsychology and Eastern methodologies" indicates that much more than previously expected
can become available to consciousness. The proper be·
ginn ing of foundational study for teachers shou ld be cen·
tered on foundations of their own functioning. While further research on the nature of human consciousness will
likely be quite helpful, we must try to understand the the·
ories within the teachers whom we teach, now. By preoc·
cupying students with the writings of others, their attention is diverted away from theories within themselves that
give foundation to their own lives. Moreover, such diversion may covertly teach teachers that their personal the·
ory Is much less worth seriou s study than extant theoreti·
cal documents.
It is the theory within each teacher that mus t become
the central subject matter for teacher education. Freire"
suggests that this must be the case in the education of op·
pressed persons, and it is difficult to find populations that
are not in some way oppressed. In the case of illiterates,
with whom he worked, Freire found that they must not feel
less human because they are ill iterate: rather, that they are
persons who through their awareness have worthwhi le
contributions to make, and through li teracy can expand
that awareness.
We who seek to foster a literacy of reflectiveness on
the part of teachers reinforce the notion that teachers are
less whole persons because they lack foundational expertise. We need to establish dialogue that enables them to
see that they already possess foundations of a theory that
they refine daily. Their development of this theory, how·
ever, is too often unconscious and could be done more ef·
fectively. Interpretive, normative, and critical perspectives
that are available in foundational stud ies can help teach·
ers clarify ambiguities, generate possible courses of action, and develop a basis for critique of proposed and actual consequences of action. On ly as teachers begin to as·
sert tighter grip on their own theory, will they be able to
derive meani ng and direction from the array of foun·
dational I iteratures.
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Th is leads to the second methodological point, the
prescriptive. We need to help teachers come In closer
touch with lhe theory within them. Insig ht, here, can be
fostered by well-placed questions. For too long, however,
we have ac ted on what Dewey called a logical rather than a
psychological interpretation of subject matter." We have
assumed that, since theory guides practice, we must start
with basic assumptions, proceed to the level of curricular
and institutional planning, and then to daily practice. The
logical interpretation ignores the deep embeddedness of
teachers in practice. It is the Improvement of their lives as
teachers that impels them to pursue genuine study. If we
are to be responsive to this concern, we must begin with
the Deweyan psychological. We must enable teachers to
translate expressed interests about their teaching experi·
ence into genu ine human interests that often have roots in
perennial problems addressed in the disciplines. Th is lat·
ter d imension pertains to the role that foundational litera·
tures can play in teacher education: for such writings to
bring increased meaning and direction, they must evolve
from interest in theory that derives from within the teach·
ers' lives.
In response to this need to begin with the psychologi ·
cal and move to the logical with teachers, I have begun to
develop a methodological framework that builds upon the
notion of theory within teachers derived from literatures
reviewed earlier. Particularly pertinent is Kelly's "psycho!·
ogy of personal constructs,'' the fundamental postulate
of which is: " A person's processes are psychologically
channelized by the ways In which he (she) anticipates
events.'"' This emphasis on anticipation speaks to the
heart of teachers' concern for resolution of problems in
their educational lives. In their understandable anxiety for
immediate solutions, teachers are too willing to accept
bandaid approaches that deal only with symptoms, not the
roots of problems. That problems are grounded in situa·
tions, leads to the position that as one develops an in·
tegrated interpretation of those situations, one derives
mean ing and direction that empower the imagination of
possible
ions
l
so ut
. Kelly calls this "constructive alternativism" and summarizes the liberating function of person theory as lollows:
Theories are the thinking of men who seek free·
dom amid swirling events. The theories comprise
prior assumptions about certain realms of these
events. To the extent that the events may, from
these prior assumptions, be construed, predicted,
and their relative courses charted, men may exercise control, and gain freedom for themselves in
the process."
The question, then, is how to help teachers realize the
theoretic import of their own uncertainties. I approach this
problem by engaging teachers in discussion of preferences and assessments about their current situation. We
then probe toward the grounding of their claims in foun·
dational assumptions. The path toward assumptions is of·
ten paved wi th frustration as teachers realize that their de·
cisions and actions are founded neither upon routine and
daily planning nor even on long range goals and empirical
research resu Its.
Instead, the ground of decision and action can only
be approached by enabling serious reflection on funda·
mental assumptions about sucti questions as: What is
worthwhile to teach, to whom and why? How should edu·
cation contribute to the good of the individual, society and
culture? What is the nature of the human organism, its re·
11
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fairness): How fair, given what you know about each stu·
lation to its milieu and its process of growth? By creating
dent's unique combination of experiences, feelings, prejutheir responses to such questions, teachers enter deeper
dices, attitudes, aptitudes, etc. is the classroom situation
communication with the theory within them. Such com·
for each? Teachers are advised that low ratings are not
munication is the seedbed for developing personal theonecessarily
an evaluative reflection on them, bu t may be
ries that add meaning and direction to their transactions
due to circumstantial or institutional constraints.
with the world."
How can we guide teachers to this reflective realm?
Results of the ratings are compared, often resulting
Exposure to lofty published discourse will be unlikely to
in teacher realization that achievement is planned
In
to the
penetrate the shell that protects fragile fragments of the·
curriculum but happiness and justice are not focused on
ory within. If, however, their concern is with the here-and
·
as carefully. Teachers are then led to focus on possible
now, this is where we must begin. Therefore, I have de·
explanations for patterns they see In the ratings, espevised a number o f game·like methods to help teachers
cially the low ones. What might be altered or introd uced to
probe 'into the theory that shapes their educative lives.
overcome low ratings while nOlimultaneously
l1
diminishTwo examples fo llow."
ing other ratings? As teachers pursue such questions,
The fi rs t ac tivity deals with teacher/student expec ta·
they begin to realize that insight requires personal and
tions. Teachers are asked to fist five to ten charac teristics
public reflection on more fundamental assumptions.
that they would
e lik to grant to all persons to help them
Thus, they learn that the foundation o f educational · im
live more fully functioning lives. Next, they share and de·
provement lies within their own perspective, the theory
fend their list of expec tations in small groups, bolstering
within them. As they grapple with the lifelong process of
and clarifying the list. As they attempt to defend and clarrefining, clarifying and reconstructing that theory, they
ify, they ask themselves and one another: What do I mean
will be able to bring more of it into consciousness. It is in
by each of the characteristics listed, and what do I mean
this s triving that they will appreciate knowing the writings
by '"fully-functioning?" Why do f consider each of the
of others (philosophers, educational scholars and teach·
characteristics Important? As teachers respond, their re·
ers) who have devoted lifetimes to public and/or personal
sponse in turn is extended a similar question: Why is that
theory build ing.
reason worthwhile, and is its meaning clear? This process
leads teachers toward more fundamental levels of as- Summary
and Possibilities
sumptions, p111ars o f their theory. The critical factor that
Evidence from neurological, philosophical, psycholog·
brings relevance Is that the process is l,begun from a point
Lea literary and educational sources points to the exisof current concern, i.e., from expectations which teachers
tence of a powerful image or theory within each person. It
hold for their s tudents.
Is a theory that is both strong and fragile, embodies desire
The nex t s tep In the activity consists o f encouraging
lity to the ero·
and fear, hope and despair, and susceptibi
reflect
ion on what teachers spend time doing with s tu ·
sions and creations of life's predicaments and fortunes.
dents. They focus on lesson plans that they actually use,
Such a theory guides human ac tivity; and If a given human
and ask why they do these things. After three or four levels
happens to be a teacher, it guides his/her teaching . The
of questioning the reasons for their emphasis on certain
theory is a synthesis derived from past and pres~nt experi·
kinds of lessons, they are asked to compare the reasons
ence; yet, it may extend into the fu ture; our ant1c1pat1ons
with Ideal characteristics listed in the first part of the ac·
account for much of our present. Its roots may extend
tivity. Do their lesson plans foster the kind of ideals Im·
back into ou r ancestral modes of perceptions and concepplied in the characteristics that they wish to bestow on hu·
tions of the world. Whatever Its particular composition,
mankind? If not, do dilferences stem from dissimilarity be·
those who seek to educate teachers shou ld help them
tween reasons for the actual and ideal? If this is the case,
search for the theory that guides their lives. One way to
and it often Is, what accounts for these differences? What
help this search is to employ activities that enable teach·
alterations could be made to increase consonance be·
ers to question assumptions that guide their action; and
tween the Ideal and actual?
thereby, to examine, question and revise their theory."
This activity may be a long way from the level of com·
The ultimate purpose of such activities is to inspire teach·
paring expositions of an existentialist and prag matis t phi·
ers to engage in serious reflection as a normal process of
livi ng. It is, in any event,
onable
questi
how far we can aclosopher o f education, but it enables teachers to see that
their action Is based on more fundamental consideratio ns
company ihem into the unchartered territory o f their own
couched in an evolving theory within them. Moreover, they
theory. We can suggest questions to ponder and sources
elves as theorists, and begin to viow
to read that facilitate th is pondering ; but, teachers must
come to see thems
theory as a living foundation of the way they live. They be·
be liberated to explore and reconstruct. Overt education
must diminish to allow self-ed
ucation
to spring forth.
gin to realize that It is through the continuous reconstruc·
tion o f their theory of experience that they prepare the exTeachers who realize that they have, and strive to de·
velop, a theory within them may, In turn, see their own .stu·
periences they offer to students.
dents as theory builders. It is then that the old aphonsm,
A second activity deals even more directly with stu·
'"we teach what we are," can be given new purpose. As
dents In the classroom lives o f teachers. Teachers are
teachers see what they are with greater acuity, and as they
asked to bring to class names of students in their classes
are inspired to be more of what they want to be through reand rate each one on three areas: achievement, happiness
flection, they wilt build a more secure theory that cuts
and Justice. Ratings are numerical (for metaphorical rather
through the swirling turmoil of surface existence. As they
than statistical purposes) using a + 3 through - 3 scale,
become
more aware of the theory that gives them meanwith + 3 being highest. Achievement ratings are intering and direction, and thus become more fully thempreted as: How well does each student do what he/she Is
selves, they will be in better positions to help students to
expected to do? Happiness focuses on: How happy overpursue the same fulfilling journey. The example of theory
all, do you think each student is in class? Justice (using a
development as teacher education, the overt subject of
loose
on Interpretati
o f Rawls"' conception of justice as
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this article, should finally be an analogue for whal educa·
lion at all levels might become: the development of the·
orles that persons are.•• The principal educator In such a
process must become the person whose theory Is being
developed.
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